The Cat® B35 4G phone is drop proof, dust proof, waterproof, and built to withstand tough environments.

Long lasting battery and fast 4G connectivity.

Preloaded with the Google Assistant, Google Maps™, Google Search™ and YouTube™ and other apps are easily accessible from the KaiStore, such as Facebook and Twitter.
### TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

**BEYOND RUGGED**

**INGRESS PROTECTION (IP68):**
- Sand, dust and dirt resistant
- Waterproof: Up to 1.2m for up to 35 minutes
- Drop Tested: Up to 1.8m (6ft) onto concrete

**MILITARY STANDARDS**

**MIL SPEC 810G:**
- Thermal Shock: handles low to high temperature differences between -25°C (-13°F) - 55°C (131°F) for up to 24hrs**
- Resistant to vibration: Category 4
- Resistant to humidity and salt mist

**PLATFORM (OPERATING SYSTEM)**

KaiOS 2.5

**PRE-LOADED APPS:**
- The Google Assistant, Google Maps™, Google Search™
- YouTube™

**AVAILABLE IN THE KaiStore:**
- Facebook®, Twitter and others

**BATTERY**

Capacity: 2300mAh
- Type: Non removable Lithium Ion
- Up to 12 hours talk time and 30 days standby time†

**CONNECTIVITY**

- Audio Jack: 3.5mm
- Bluetooth**: 4.1
- Wi-Fi™: 802.11 b/g/n (2.4GHz)
- USB: micro USB 2.0
- SIM Type: Nano SIM, dual and single SIM variants
- GPS: eGPS, GPS, Glonass
- **PROCESSOR**
  - Qualcomm 8905 Dual-Core 1.3GHz

**DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT**

- 138 x 60 x 14
- 130g

**DISPLAY / SCREEN**

- 2.4” QVGA Colour Display

**DATA SPEED**

- Maximum Downlink Data Rate: 150Mbps
- Maximum Uplink Data Rate: 50Mbps

**MULTIMEDIA**

**AUDIO:**
- FM Radio, Media player

**VIDEO:**
- Record - 480p, 30fps
- Playback - 720p, 30fps

**CAMERA**

- 2MP Camera

**MEMORY**

- 512 MB RAM
- 4GB ROM
  - (Expandable via microSD™ card)

**NETWORK**

- Support for VoWiFi and VoLTE
- LTE (4G): 1, 3, 7, 8, 20
- 3G: 1, 2, 5, 8
- 2G: 2, 3, 5, 8

**OTHER:**

- Dedicated Torch
- Convenient access to The Google Assistant via the “OK” key

---

† Network bands in regions may be different; depending on the mobile operator and your location. Upload and download speeds also depend on the mobile operator. Available storage is less due to phone software. Battery times (talk time, standby time, and more) are based on 3G and are subject to network and phone usage. Note: Specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

*Apps made available are subject to software updates and may change.